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Reviews of the The Urban World by J. John Palen
Kuve
A very accessible book for those interested in the social and political motives that drive the ever
shifting landscape of our cities and environments. The prose is sharp and concise, resulting in a
textbook that comes across as impactful yet never overwhelming. The use of charts, graphs,
diagrams and other visual support do much to support the text and give a clearer sense of what the
author attempts to illustrate. However those looking for a deep read should consider another text
which further breaks down the motives of socio-economic and socio-political trends as this seems
more like an introductory text that covers the general concepts. Those interested in research paper
sources should look to "The New Urban Sociology" by Mark Gottdiener and Ray Hutchison.
Drelahuginn
Textbook was helpful
Teonyo

The content isn't all that interesting, pretty dry. I was hoping my sociology of urban class would have
a different book that was less about termonolgy and more about how people feel about/think about
living in the city.
Naril
Overall, easy to read and bearable for those weeks when the professor assigns multiple chapters of
reading. I like particularly like the flow of the text in terms of tone and organization.
Cordann
Quick shipping bu the book wasn't as good of shape as I thought it would be, you get what you pay
for. Will purchase from them again and save me a few bucks....hey, it's only a semester worth of use
anyway!
Angana
thank you
Wyameluna
Showed up way sooner than I expected!
It was perfect
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